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AN impulse inherent in primeval man turned his thoughts and 

questionings betimes towards the sources of natural phenomena. 
The same impulse, inherited and intensified, is the spur of scientific 
action to-day. Detennined by it, by a process of abstraction 
from experience we form physical theories which lie beyond the 
pale of experience, but which satisfy the desire of the mind to see 

every natural occurrence resting upon a cause. In fanning their 
notions of the origin of things, our earliest historic (and doubtless, 
we might add, our pre-historic) ancestors pursued, as far as their 
intelligence permitted, the same course. They also fell back upon 
experience, but with this difference-that the particular experiences 
which furnished the weft and woof of their theories were drawn, 
not from the study of nature, but from what lay much closer to 

the!Il-the observation of men. Their theories accordingly took 
an anthropomorphic form. To supersensual beings, which, " how_ 
ever potent and invisible, were nothing but a species of human 
creatures, perhaps raised from among mankind, and retaining all 
human passions and appetites,"• were handed over the rule and 
governance of natural phenomena. 

Tested by observation and reflection, these early notions failed 
in the long run to satisfy the more penetrating intellects of our 
race. Far in the depths of history we find men of exceptional 

• Hume, "Natural History of Religion." 
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i>ower· differentiating themselves from the crowd, rejecting .these 
anthropomorphic notions1 and seeking to connect natural phe
nomena with their physical principles. But long prior to these 
purer efforts of the understanding the merchant had been abroad, 
and rendered the philosopher possible ; commerce had been 
developed, weiuth a~assed, leisure for travel and for speculation 
secured, while races educated under different conditions, and 
therefore differently informed and endowed, had been stimulated 
and sharpened by mutual contact. In those regions where the 
commercial aristocracy of ancient Greece mingled with its 
eastern neighbours, the sciences were born, being nurtured and 
developed by free-thinking and courageous men. The state of 
things to be displaced may be gathered from a passage of Euripi
des quo~d by Hume. "There is nothing in the world; no gl<;>ry, 
no prosperity. The gods toss. all into confujijon; ·mix everything 
with its reverse, that. all of us, from our ignorance and uncer
tainty, m~y pay them the.more worship ~d reverence:" Now, as . . 
science demands the radical extirpation of caprice and the abso-
lute reliance upon law in nature, ther~ gre'Y with the. growth of 
scientific notions a desire and determination to sweep from· the 
field of theory this mob of gods and demons, and to place natural 
phenomena qn a basis more congntent. with :themselves. 

The problem which had been previously approached · from 
.above w,as ,now attacked from below; theoretic effort passed· from 
the super to the sub-sensible. ''It was felt · that to construct the 
universe in idea it was necessary to have some notion of its 
-constituent p~ts--pf what Lucretius subsequently called . the 
"First Beginpings." Abstracting again from experience, the 

· leade~ of scientific speculation reached at l~ngth .the p~egna'\t . 
doctrine of atoms and molecules, the .latest developments of w.hich 
were set forth with such power and clearness at the last meeting 
'Of the BPitisP, .Association. ·Thougl1t no doubt had long hovered 

' about this doctrine b~fore it attained the precision and complete-
ness which jt. assumed: in the mind of Democ,ritus, • , ~ philosopher 

• • Born 46o .B.c • 
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who ~ay well for a moment ,arrest our attention. "Few gre'\t 
men," says Lange, in his excellent "History of Materialism," a 
work to the spirit and the letter of which I am equally indebted, 
"have been so despitefully used by history as Democritus. In 
the d istorted images sent down to us through unscientific traditions 
there remains of him almost nothing but the name of the ' laugh
ing philosopher,' while figures of immeasurably smaller significance 

spread themselves at full length before us." Lange speaks of 
Bacon's high appreciation of Democritus- for ample illustrations 
of which I am indebted to my excellent friend Mr. Spedding, the 
learned editor and biographer of Bacon. It is evident, indeed, 
that Bacon considered Democritus to be a n1an of weightier 

metal than either Plato or Aristotle, though their philosophy " was 
noised and celebrated in the. schools, amid the din and pomp of 
professors." I t was not they, but Genseric and Attila and the 

" barbar)ans; who destroyed the atomic philosophy. "For at a 
time when all human learning had suffered shipwreck, these planks 
of Aristotelian and Platonic philosophy, as being of a lighter and 
more inflated substance, were preserved and come down to us, 
while things more solid sank and almost passed into 9blivion." 

The principles enunciated by Detnocritu!i reveal his uncom
promising antagonisq.1 .to those who deduced the phenomena of 
nature from the caprices 'of the gods. They are briefly these: 

x. From nothing comes nothing. Nothing that exists can be 
destroyed. . All changes are due · to the combination and separa
tion of molecules. 2. Nothing happens by chance. Every 
occurrence has its cause from which it follows by necessity. ;~ . 

The only existing things are the atoms and em~y space ; all , else 
is mere opinion. 4· The atoms are infinite ~in number, and 
infinitely various in form ; they strike together, a11d the lateral 
motions an.d whirlings which thus arise are the beginnings of 
worlds. S· The varieties of all things depend upon the varieties 
of their atoms, in nul)1ber, size, and aggregati-on. 6. The soul 
consists of free, smooth, round atoms, like those of ~re. These 
are the most mobile of all. They interpenetrate the whole body, 

and in their motions the phenomena of life arise. Thus tl1e .. 
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atoms of Democritus are individually without sensation ; they 
combine in obedience to mechanical laws; and not only organic 
forms, but the phenomena of sensation and thought are also the 
result of their combination. 

That great enigma, " the exquisite adaptation of one part of 
an organism to another part, and to the conditions of life," more 
especially the construction of the human body, Democritus made 
no attempt to solve. Empedocles, a man of more fiery and 
poetic nature, introduced the notion of love and hate among the 
atoms to account for their combination and separation. Noticing 
this gap in the doctrine of Democritus, he struck in with the 
penetr~;tting thought, linked, however, with some wild speculation, 
that it lay in the very nature of those combinations which were 
suited to their ends (in other words, in harmony with their 
environment) to maintain themselves, while unfit combinations, 
having no proper habitat, must rapidly disappear. Thus more 
than z,ooo years ago the doctrine of the "survival of the fittest," 
which in our day, not on the basis of vague conjecture, but of 
positive knowledge, has been raised to such extraordinary signifi
cance, had received at all events partial enunciation.* 

Epicurus,t said. to be the son of a poor schoolmaster at Samos, 
is the next dominant figure in the history of the atomic philosophy. 
He mastered the writings of Democritus, heard lectures in Athens, 
returned to Samos, and subsequently wandered through various 
countries. He finally returned to Athe'ns, where he bought a 
garden and surrounded himself by· pupils, in the midst of whom 
he lived a pure and serene life, and died a peaceful death. His 
philosophy was almost identical with that of Democritus ; but he 
never quoted either friend or foe. One main object of Epicurus was 
to free the world from superstition and the fear of death. Death 
he treated with indifference. It merely robs us of sensation. As 
long as we are, death is not ; and when death is, we are not. Life 
has no more evil for him who has made up .his mind that it is no 
evil not ta live. He adored the gods, but not in the ordinary 

t Born 342 ll. c. 
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fashion. The idea of divine power, properly purified, he thought 
an elevating one. Still' he taught, "Not he is godless who rejects 
the gods of the crowd, but rather he who accepts them." The 
gods were to him eternal and immortal beings, whose blessedness 
excluded every thought of care or occupation of any kind. Nature 
pursues her course in accordanc~ with everlasting laws, the gods 
-never interfering. They haunt 

" The lucid interspace of world nnd world 
\Vhcrc never creeps a cloud or moves a wind, 
Nor ever falls the least white star of snow, 
Nor e,·er lowest roll of,thundcr moans, 
Nor sound of human sorrow mounts to mar 
Their sacred everlasting calm. " • 

Lange considers the relation of Epicurus to the gods subjec
tive ; the indication probably of an ethical requirement of his 
own nature. We cannot read history with open eyes, or study 
buman nature to its depths, and fail to discern such a require
ment. Man never has been, and he never will be, satisfied with 
the operations and products of the understanding alone ; hence 
physical science cannot cover all the demands of his nature. 
But the history of the efforts made to satisfy these qemands 
might be broadly described as a history of errors-the error 
-consisting in ascribing fixity to that which is fluent, which varies 
.as we vary, being gross when we are gross, and becoming, as our 
capacities widen, more abstract and sublime. On one great 
point the mind of Epicurus was at peace. He neither sought 
nor expected, here or hereafter, any personal profit from his rela. 
tion to the gods: And it is assuredly a fact that loftiness and 
·serenity of thought may be promoted by conceptions which 
i nvolve no idea of profit of this kind. " Did I not believe," said 
.a great man to me once, " that an Intelligence is at the heart of 
things, my life on earth would be intolerable." The utterer of 
these words is not, in my opinion, rendered less noble but more 
noble, by the fact that it was the need of ethical ha.t;Jyony here, 

* Tennyson's "Lucretius." 
M.··. 
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and not the thought of personal profit hereafter, that prompted 
his observation. 

A century and a half after the death of Epicurus, Lucretius* 
wrote his great poem, "On the Nature of Things," in which he, 
a Roman, developed with extraordinary ardour the philosophy of 
his Greek predecessor. He wishes to win over his friend 

Memnius to the school of Epicurus ; and although he has no 
rewards in a future life to offer, although his object appears to be 
a purely negative one, he addresses his friend with the heat of an 

apostle. His object, like that of his great forenmner, is the 
destruction of superstition ; and considering that men trembled 

before every natural event as a direct monition from the gods, and 
that everlasting torture was also in prospect, the freedom aimed at 
by Lucretius might perhaps be deemed a positive good. "This 
terror," he says, "and darkness of mind must be dispelled, not by 
the rays of the sun and glittering shafts of day, but by the aspect and 
the law of nature." He refutes the notion that anything can come 
out of nothing, or that that which is once begotten can be recalled 
to nothing. The first beginnings, the atoms, are indestn1ctible, 
and into them all things can be dissolved at last. Bodies are 
partly atoms and partly combinations of atoms ; but the atoms 
nothing can quench. They are strong in solia singleness, and 
by their denser combination all things can be closely packed and 
exhibit enduring strength. He denies that matter is infinitely 
divisible. We come at length to the atoms, without which, as an 
imperishable substrah1m, all order in the generation and develop

ment of things would be destroyed. 
The mechanical shock of the atoms being in his view the all

sufficient cause of things, he combats the notion that th'e consti
tution of nature has been in any way determined by intelligent 

design. The irlteraction of the atoms throughout infinite time 
rendered all manner of combinations possible. Of these the fit 
ones persisted, while the unfit ones disappeared. Not after sage 
deliberation did the atoms station themselves in their right places, 

• Born 99 o. c. 
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no,, 4id th~y bargajn what motions they should .a:ssume. F.ro.m 
all eternity •they have been driven together, and after trying 
motions and unions of every kind, they fell at length into. th~ 
arrangements out of which this system of things has been formed. 
His , grand . concep~on of the ;atoms~ fat~ing silently through im
me.~surable ranges pf spac!! and time suggested . th~ nebular 

'· 

hypothesis to Kant, .itsJirst propounder. . "If you will apprehend 
and.;Iceep in min:d .tbe~e things, Nature, free at once, and rid of 
her haughty lords, is seen to do all things spontaneously of .herself, . 
without the meddling .of. the gods.""" 

During the centuries betw~en th.e first of these three philoso
phers :and the last, the human jntellect. was active in o.ther. fields 
than theirs. The Sophists had run through their career. · At 
Athens bad appear~d . the three men, Socrates, Pla~o, .ap.d Aris
totle~ whose _yoke. remains to .some extent .urihro~e9 to the pre-

• < .• 

sent hour. ·, Within this period also the School <?[ 4!exand1;ia 
was founded, :Eucl~d wrote his " Elements/' and he and, 9thel'S 
made some advance in optics. Archimedes.had propounded the . . . 
theory of the lever and the principles of hydrostatics. . ~ytha-

goras had :made his experiments on the harmonic intervals, while 
astronomy was immensely ~nrichefl l?Y the discoveries of.. Hippa~
chus, who was Jollowed by the historically more celebfl!.te51 

• 
Ptolemy. Anatomy had been made the basis of scientific medi-

. ' . 
cine; and it is·,.said by Dr<~.pert that vivisection then . begp.n . 

• 

In fact, .the sci~ce of anciept Gr.eece had , already clear¢;-..the 
world of the ~~Qt;l.stic . im~ges of. divinities, operating C(!.priciously 
through natural pheno'roena. .It had shaken itself free from that 

' 
froitless scrutiny " by the internal .light of ,the mind a;.lone," which 
had vainly. s9ugbt to transcend ·e~perience and reacp· a; kn,o)Vledge 
of ultimate causes. Inst~ad of accidental observation, it had 
introduced obseryation with. a ,purpose; .instruments were .em-

: * Monro;s translation. In his criticism of this work ( Cf)nfemporary Rntinu, 
t·867), Dr. Rayman dQes riot 'appear to be aware of tlie:teal1ysound-andsutiti1e 
observations.on which the reasoning of Lucretius, though erron~us, sometimes. 
rests. 

t "History of tlle ·llltellectual De\,elopment of Europe," p. 295 .. 
• • .1.}11) 
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ployed to aid the senses ; and scientific method was rendered in 
a great measure complete by the union of induction and experi
ment. 

What, then, stopped its victorious advance? Why was the 
• 

scientific intellect compelled, like an exhausted ·soil, to lie fallow 
for nearly two millenniums before it could re-gather the elements 
necessary to its fertility and strength ? Bacon has already let us 
know one cause ; Whewell ascribes this stationary period to four 
causes-obscurity of thought, servility, intolerance of disposition, 
enthusiasm of temper ; and he gives striking examples of each. • 
But these characteristics must have had their causes, which lay in 
the circumstances of the time: Rome and the other cities of the 
empire had fallen _into moral putrefaction. Christianity had 
appeared, offering the gospel to the poor, and by moderation if 
not asceticism of life, practically protesting against the profligacy 
of the age. The sufferings of the early Christians and the extra
ordinary exaltation of mind which enabled them to triumph over 

' 
the diabolical .tortures to which they were subjected, t must have 
left traces not easily effaced. They scorned the earth, in view 
of that "building of God, that house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heavens." The Scriptures which ministered to 
their spiritual needs were also the measure of their science. 
When, for example, the celebrated question of antipodes came 
to be discussed, the Bible was with many the ultimate court of 
appeal. Augustine, who flourished A.D. 400, would not deny the 
rotundity of the earth, but he would deny the possible existence 
of inhabitants at the other side, " because no such race is · re-, 
corded in Scripture among the descendants of Adam." Arch-
bishop Bcniface was shocked at the assumption of a "world of 
human beings out of the reach of the means of salvation." Thus 
reined in, science was not likely to make much progress. Later 
on, the political and theological strife between the Church and 
civil governments, so powerfully deoicted bv Draper, must have 
done much to stifle investigatioa. 

• History of the Inductive Sciences," vol. i. 
t Depicted with terrible vividness in Renau's "Antichrist." 
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Whewell makes many wise and brave remarks regarding the 
spirit of th~ Middle Ages. It was a menial spirit. The seekers 
after natural knowledge had forsaken that fountain of living 
waters, the direct appeal to nature by observation and experiment, 
and had given themselves up to the re-manipulation of the notions 
of their predecessors. It was a time when thought had become 
abject, and when the acceptance of mere authority led, as it 
always does in science, to intellectual death. Natural events, 
instead of being traced to physical, were referred to moral causes, 
while an exercise of the phantasy, almost as degrading as the 
spiritualism of the present day, took the place of scientific specu
lation. Then came the mysficism of the Middle ages, magic, 
alchemy, the Neo-platonic philosophy, with its visionary though 
sublime attractions, which caused men to look with shame upon 
their own bodies as hindrances to the absorption of the crea~ure 
in the blessedness of the Creator. Finally came the scholastic 
philosophy, a fusion, according to Lange, of the least mature 
notions of Aristotle with the Christianity of the west Intellectual 
immobility was the result. As a traveller without a compass in a 
fog may wander long, imagining he is making way, and find him
self, after hours of toil, at his star~ing-point, so the schoolmen, 
having tied and untied the same knots, and formed and dissipated 
the same clouds, found themselves at the end of centuries in their 
old position. 

• 

With regard to the infiuence wielded by Aristotle in the 
Middle Ages, and which, though to a less extent, he still wields, 
I would ask permission to make one remark. When the human 
mind has achieved greatness and given. evidence of extraordi
nary power in any domain, there is a tendency to credit it with 
similar power in all other domains. Thus theologians have 
found comfort and assurance in the thought that Newton dealt 
~ ,. I 

with the question of revelation, forgetful of the fact that the 
very devotion of his powers, through all the best years of his 
life, to a totally different class. of ideas, not to speak . of any 
natural disqualification, tended to render him less instead of 
more competent to deal with theological and historic questions. 
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Goethe, starting from, his established greatness as.' a poet, and 
indeed from his .positive discoveries in natural .history, prod1,1ced 
a profound,impression among the painters of Germany when,he 

publisheq his "Farbenlehre," in which he endeavoured to over
thro~ Newton~s tlteory of colours.. This', theory ;he dee·med. so 
obviously absurd, that he considered its author a charlatan, and 
attacked him with a corresponding vehemence of language. In 
lhe domain of natural histocy Goethe had made really consider
able d iscoveries s and we have high authority for assuming that 
had he devoted himself wholly to that side of science he might 

have reached in it an e.minence comparable with that which he 
attained as ·~ poet. In sharpness of obse~vation, in the detec
tion of analogies, however apparently remote, in the classifica-

• 
tion and organization of facts according to the analogies discerned, 
Goethe. possessed extraordinary ·powers. These elements of 
scientific inquiry fall in with the discipline of the poet But, on 
the othe.r hand, a mind thus richly endowed in the direction of 
natural history, may be almost shorn of endowment as reg~ds. 

• 

the mo,e strictly called physical and mechanieal scienc~s. 

Goethe was in this condition. , He could not formulate distinct 
mechanical conceptipns ; he could not.see the .forc,e of mechani
cal reason~g ; and in regions where , such .reasoning reigns 
supreme he became a mere ig'nis fatuus to those who followed 
him. 

• 
I have sometimes p.ermitted myself t'o ,.compare. Aristotle with 

Goethe, to credit the Stagirite with an almost superhuman 
power of amassing and systematizing facts, but to consider him 

fatally defective on .that side of. the 1nind in respect to which 
incompleteness has been justly ascribed to Goethe. Whewell 
refers the errors of Aristotle, not to a neglect of facts, but to " a 

neglect o£. the idea appropriate· to the · facts; the .idea of me.chan.~
cal cause, which is force, and. the substitution of vague or i.hap

plicable notions, involving only relations of space or emotions of 
wonder." ,This is ··.doubtless true ; but the word "neglect." 
implies mere intellectual misdirection. \vhereas in Aristotle, as in 
Goethe, it was not, I believe, misdirection, but sheer natural 
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incapacity which lay at the root of his mistakes. As a physicist, 

Aristotle displayed what we should consider some of the worst 
attributes of a modern physical investigator-indistinctness of 
ideas, confusion of mind, and a confident use of language, which 
led to the delusive notion that he had really mastered his sub
ject, while he as yet had raued to grasp even the elements of 
it. He put words in the place of things, subject in the place of 
object. H e preached induction without practising it, inverting 
the true order of inquiry by passing from the general to the par
ticular, instead of from the particular to the general. He made 
of the universe a closed sphere, in the centre of which he fixec 
the earth, proving from general principles, to his own satisfac

tion and that of the world for nearly 2,ooo years, that no other 
universe was possible. His notions of motion were entirely 

unphysical. It was natural or unnatural, better or worse, calm 
or violent- no real mechanical conception regarding it lying at 
the bottom of his mind. He affirmed that a vacuum could not 
exist, and proved that if it did exist motion in it would be im
possible. He determined a priori how many species of animals 
must exist, and showed on general principles why animals must 
have such and such parts. When an eminent contemporary 
philosopher, who is far removed from errors of this kind, 
remembers these abuses of the a p1·iori method, he will be able 
to make allowance for the jealousy of physicists as to the accept
ance of so-called a p1·ion· truths. Aristotle's errors of detail 

were grave and numerous. He affirmed that only in man we 
had the beating of the heart, that the left side of the body was 
colder than the right, that men have more teeth than women, and 
that there is an empty space, not at the front, but at the back of 
every man's head . . 

There is one essential quality in physical conceptions which 
was entirely wanting in those of Aristotle and his followers. I 
wish it could be expressed by a word untainted by its associa
tions; it signifies a capability of being placed as a coherent 
picture before the mind. The Germans express the act of pic
turing by the word vorslellm, and the picture they call a vorstel-
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ltm~. We have no word in English which comes nearer to our 
' requirements than imagination, and, taken witT1 its proper limi-

tations, the word answers very well ; but, as just intimated, it is 
tainted by its associations, and therefore objectionable to some 
minds. Compare, with reference to this capacity of mental pre
sentation, the case of the Aristotelian, who refers the ascent of 
water in a pump to Nature's abhorrence of a vacuum, with that of 
Pascal when he proposed to solve the question of atmospheric 
pressure by the ascent of the Puy de Dome. In the one case 
the terms of the explanation refuse to fall into place as a physical 
image ; in the other the image is distinct, the fall and rise of the 
barometer being clearly figured as the balancing of two varying 

• • 
and opposmg pressures. 

During the drought of the Middle Ages in Christendom, the 
.Arabian intellect, as forcibly shown by Draper, was active. 
With the intrusion of the Moors into Spain, cleanliness, order, 
learning, and refinement took the place of their opposites. 
When smitten with the disease, the Christian peasant resorted 
to a shrine ; the Moorish one to an instructed physician. The 
Arabs encouraged translations from the Greek philosophers, but 
not from the Greek poets. They turned in disgust " from the 
lewdness of our classical mythology,. and denounced as Jn un
pardonable blasphemy all connection between the impure Olym
pian Jove and the Most High God." Draper traces still further 
than Whewell the Arab elements in our scientific terms, and points 
out that the under garment of ladies retains to this hour its Arab 
name. He gives examples of what Arabian men of science 
accomplished, dwelling particularly on Alhazen, who was the first 
to correct the Platonic notion that rays of light are emitted by 
the eye. He discovered atmospheric refraction, and points out 
that we see the sun and moon after they have set. He explains 
the enlargement of the sun and moon, and the shortening of the 
vertical diameters of both these bodies, when near the horizon. 
He is aware that the atmosphere decreases in density with 

. ' 
jncrease of height, and actually fixes its height at 58~ miles. In 
the Book of the Balance Wisdom, he sets forth the connection 
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between the wei9ht of the atmosphere and its increasing density. 
He shows that a body wiU",veigh differently in a rare and a dense 
atmosphere: be considers the force with which plunged bodies rise 
through heavier media. He understands the doctrine of the 
c'entre of gravity, and applies it to the investigation of balances 
and steelyards. H e recognizes gravity as a force, tpough he falls 
into the error of making it diminish at the distance, and of making 
it purely terrestrial. He knows the relation bet\veen the 
velocities, spaces, and times of falling bodies, and has distinct 
ideas of capillary attraction. H e improves the hydrometer. 
The determination of the densities of the bodies as given by 
Alhazen a~proaches very clos~ly to our own. " I join," says 
Draper, "in the pious prayer of Alhazen, that in the day of 
judgm,ent".the AU-Merciful will take pity on the soul of Abur
Raih:l.n, ·because he was the first of the race of men to construct 
a table of specific gravities." t.r all this be historic truth (and I . . ) . 
have entire confidence in Dr. Dra'per), well may he "deplore the 
systematic manner in which the literature of Europe has con
trived to put out of sight our scientific obligations to the Mahom
medans."• 

Towards the close of the stationary period. a word-weariness, if 
1 ·may so express · it, took more and more possession of men's 
minds. Christendom had become sick of the school philosophy 
and its verbal wastes, which led to no issue, but left the intellect 
in everlasting haze. Here and there was heard the voice of one 
impatiently crying in the wilderness, "Not unto Aristotle, not 
unto subtle hypotheses, not unto Church, Bible, or blind tradition, 
must we -turn for a knowledge of the universe, but to th¢ direct 
investigation of nature by observation and experiment." In r543 
the epoch-making work of Copernicus on the paths of the 
heavenly bodies appeared. The total crash of Aristotle's closed 
universe with the earth at its centre followed as a consequence j 
and "the earth moves" becam_e a kind of watch,word among 
intellectual freemen. Copernicus was the Canon of -tl}e .Church 

' . . . . 

• " Intellectual Development of Europe,' p 359· 
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of Frauenburg, in the diocese of Ermeland. For three-and-thirty 
years he had withdrawn himself from the world and devoted him
self to the consolidation of his great scheme of the solar system. 
He made its blocks eternal ; and even to those who feared it and 
desired its overthrow it was so obviously strong that they refrainetl 
from meddling with it. In the last year of the life of Copernicus 
his book appeared : it is said that the old man received a copy of 
it a few days before his death, and then departed in peace. 

The Italian philosopher Giordano Bruno was one of the earliest 
converts to the new astronomy. Taking Lucretius as his ex
emplar, he revived the notion of the infinity of worlds; and com
bining with it the doctrine of Copernicus, reached the sublime 
generalization that the fixed stars are suns, scattered numberless 
through space and accompanied by satellites, which bear the same 

relation to them as the earth does to our sun, or our moon to our 
earth. This was an expansion of transcendant import ; but 
Bruno came closer than this to our present line of thought. 
Struck with the problem of the generation and maintenance of 

• 
organisms, and duly pondering it, he came to the conclusion that 

nature in her productions does not imitate the technic of man. 
H er process is one of unravelling and unfolding. The infinity of 
forms under which matter appears were not imposed upon it by 

an external artificer ; by its own intrinsic force and virtue it brings 
these forms forth. Matter is not the mere naked, empty capacity 
which philosophers have pictured her to be, but the universal 
mother, who brings forth all things as the fruit of her own womb. 

This outspoken man was originally a Dominican monk. He 
was accused of heresy, and had to fly, seeking refuge in Geneva, 
Paris, England, and Germany. In 1592 he fell into the hands of 
the Inquisition at Venice. He was imprisoned for many years, 
tried, degraded, excommunicated, and handed over to the civil 
power, with the request that he should be treated gently and 
" without the shedding of blood." This meant that he was to be 
burnt; and burnt accordingly he was, on Feb. 16, I 6oo. To 
escape a similar fate, Galileo, thirty-three years afterwards, abjured, 
upon his knees. and with his hand on the holy gospels, the hclio-
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centric doctrine. After Galileo came. Kepler, who from his 
Germ!Ln home de~ed the P9Wer beyond the Alps. He traced out 
from pre-existing obs~~\io_ns the· laws of planetary motion. The 

' . . 
J2rpbl~m w~ ~bus pr~pared for Newton, who bound .tho~e empirical 
la,\V,~ tpgeth~r· by the, p,cinci~te..of gravitation. 

During the Middle Age~ the doctrine of atoms had to all 
• 

appearance vanished from discussion. In all probability it held 
its ground among sober-minded and thoughtful men, though 
neither the Church nor the world was prepared to hear of it 
with tolerance. Once, in the year 1348, it received distinct 
expression. But retractation by compulsion immediately followed, 
and thus discouraged, it slumbered till the x 7th century, when it 
was revived by a contemporary of Hobbes and Descartes, the 
P.ere Gassenqj. , 

The, •analytic. and synthetic tendencies of the human 111ind 
exhibit themselves throughout history, great writers ra,nging them
selves sometimes on the. one. side, sometimes on the other. Men 
of lofty feelings, and minds open to the elevating impressions 
produced by nature as a whole, whose satisfaction, .therefore, is 
rather ethical than logical, have leaned to the synthetic side ; 
while the analytic ·harmonizes best with the more precise and 
more mechanical. bias which seeks the satisfaction. of the under
standing. Some form of pantheism was usually adopted by the 
one, while ·a det¥hed Cre~tor., working . more or less· after the 
man.ner, of ·men, wa.s often assumed by the other.* Gassendi is 
hardly to be ranked with either. Having formerly acknowledged 
God as the first great cause, he immediately drops the idea, 
applies the known laws of mechanics to the atoms, and thence 
deduces all vital phenomena. God who created earth and water, 
plants and animals; produced in the first place a definite number 
of atoms, which constituted the seed of all things. Then began 

• Boyle's model of the universe was the Strasburg clock with an outside 
artificer. Goethe, on·the other hand, sang 

' 
• 

"Thm ·~iemt's' die Welt im Innem zu bewegen, 
· Natur in.sich, sich in Natur zu hegen.". 

. / 

'The same repugnance to· the.clockmaker conception is manifest in Carlyle. 
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that series of combinations and decompositions which _goes on at 
the present day, and which 11•ill continue in the future. The 
principle of every change resides in matter. In artificial produc
tions the moving principle is different from the material worked 
upon ; but in nature the agent works within, being the most 
active and mobile part of the material itself. Thus this bold 
ecclesiastic, without incurring the censure of the Church or the 
world, contt:ives to outstrip Mr. Darwin. The same cast of mind 
which caused. him to. detach the Creator from His universe led 
him also to det.:.ch the SOl.ll from the body, though -to the body he 
ascribes an influence so large as to render the soul almost 
unnecessary. The aberrations of reason were in his view an 
affair of the material brain. Mental disease is brain disease ; but 
then the immortal reason sits apart, and cannot be touched by 
the disease. The e.rrors of madness are errors of the instrument, 

• 
not of the performer. 

It may be more than a mere result of education, connecting 
itself probably with the deeper mental structure of the two men, 
that the idea of Gassendi, above enunciated, is substantially the 
same as that· expressed by Prof. Clerk Maxwell at the close 't>f 
the very noble lecture delivered by him at Bradford last year. 
According to both philosophers, the atoms, if I understand aright, 
are the prepartd 'materials, the "manufactured articles," which, 
formed by the skill of the Highest, produce by their subsequent 
interaction all the phenomena of the material world. There seems 
to be this difference, however, between Gassendi and Maxwell. 
The one postulates, the other z1ifers his first cause.. In his manu
factured articles, Prof. Maxwell finds ·the basis of an .induction 
which enables him to sCale philosophic heights considered 
inaccessible by Kant, and to take the logical step from the atoms 
to their Maker. 

The atomic doctrine, in whole or in part, was entertained by 
Bacon, Descartes, Hobbes, Locke, Newton, Boyle, and their 
successors, until the chemical law of multiple~ proportions enabled 

• 
Dalton to confer up.on it an entir~ly new . significance. In our 
day there are secessions from the theory, but it still stands firm. 



Only a year or two ago Sir William Thomson, with charac
teristic penetration, sought to determine the sizes of the atoms, 
or rather to fix the limits between which their sizes lie ; while 
only last year the discourses of Williamson and Maxwell illus
trate the present hold of the doctrine upon the foremost scientific 
minds. What these atoms, self-moved and self-posited, can and 
cannot accomplish in relation to life, is at the present moment the 
subject of profound scientific thought. I doubt the legitimacy of 
Maxwell's logic; but it is impossible not to feel the ethic glow 
with which his lecture concludes. There is, moreover, a Lucre
tian grandeur in his description of the steadfastness of the atoms :
" Nat ural causes, as we know, are at work, which tend to 
modify, if they do not at length destroy, all the arrangements 
and dimensions of the earth and the whole solar system. But 
though in the course of ages catastrophes have occurred and may 
yet occur in the heavens, though ancient systems may be dis
solved and new systems evolved out of their ruins, the molecules 
.out of which these systems are built, the foundation stones of the 
material universe, remain unbroken and unworn." 

Ninety years subsequent to Gassendi the doctrine of bodily in
struments, as it may be called, assumed immense importance in 
the hands of Bishop Butler, who, in his famous ''Analogy of 
Religion," developed, from his own point of view, and with con
summate sagacity, a similar idea. The bishop still influences 
superior minds; and it will repay us to dwell for a moment on 
his views. He draws the sharpest distinction between our real 
selves and our bodily instruments. He does not, as far as I remem
ber, use the word soul, possibly because the term was so hack
neyed in his day, as it had been for many generations previously. 
But he speaks of "living powers," "perceiving" or "percipient 
powers," "moving agents," " ourselves," in the same sense as 
we should employ the term soul. H e dwells upon the fact that 
limbs may be removed and mortal diseases assail the body, while 
the mind, almost up to the moment of death, remains clear. He· 
refers to sleep and to swoon, where the "living powers " are· 
suspended but not destroyed. He considers it quite as easy to. 

2 
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-
conceive of an existence out of our bodies as in them ; that we 
may animate a succession of bodies, the dissolution of all of them · 
having no more tendency to dissolve our real selves, or "deprive 
us of living faculties-~he faculties of perception and action
than· ~he dissolution of any foreign matter which we are eapable 
of receiving impressions from, or' making use of, for the common 
occasions of life." This is the key of the bishop's position: 
"Our organized b,odies are no more a part of ourselves than any 
other matter around us." In proof of this he calls attention to 
the use of glasses, which "prepare objects" for the "percipient 
power" exactly as the, eye does. The eye itself is no more per
tipient than the glass, and is quite as much the instrument of the 
true self, and alsq as foreign to the true self, as the glass is. 
"And if we see with our eyes only in the same manner as we do 
with glasses, the like may justly be concluded from analogy of all 

~ 

-our senses." 
Lucretius, as you are aware, reached a precisely opposite 

-conclusion : and it certainly would be interesting, if noJ profit- · 
.able, to us all, to ~:!ear what he would or could urge in opposition 
to the reasoning of the bishop. As a brief discussion of the point 
will enable us to s~e the bearings of .an important question, I will 
here permit .a disciple of Lucretius to try the strength of the 
bishop's position, and then allow the bishop to retaliate, withtbe 
·view of rolling back, if be can, the difficulty upon Lucretius. 
Each shall state' his case fully and frankly; and you shall be 
·umpire between them. The argument might proceed in this 
fashion:- ' 

"Subjected to the test of mental presentation ( Vorsteliu1tg) 
your views, most honoured prelate, would present to many 
minds a great, if not an insuperable, difficulty. You speak of 
'living powers,' 'perciP.ient or perceiving powers,' and 'our. 
selves ;' but can you form a mental picture of any on<: of these 
apart· from the organism through which it is supposed to act? 
Test yourself honestly, and see whether you possess any faculty 
that would enable you to form such a conception. , The true 

. .self has a local habitation in each of us ; thus localized, must it 



q}Ot possess a fonn ? If so, what fonn? Have you ever for a 
:moment realized it? When a leg is amputated the body is 
<livided into two parts ; is the true self in both of them or in 
.one ? Thomas Aquinas might say in both ; but not you, for 
you appeal to the consciousness associated with one of the two 
parts to prove that the other is foreign matter. Is conscious
ness, then, a necessary element of the true self? If so, what do 
.you say to the case. of the whole body being deprived of con
sciousness? If not, then on what grounds do you deny any 
.portion of the true self to the severed limb? It seems very 
singular that, from the b.eginning to the end of your -admirable 
book (and no one admires its sober strength more than I do), 
you never once mention the brain or nervous system. You 
begin at one end of the body, and show that its parts may be 
removed without prejudice to the perceiving power. What if 
you begin at the other end, and remove, instead "of the leg, the 
brain ? The body, as before, is divided into two parts ; but 
both are now in the same predicament, and neither can be 
appealed to to prove that the other is foreign matter. Or, instead 
of going so far as to remove the brain itself, let a certain portion 
of its bony covering be removed, and let a rhyth;mic series of 
'Pressure and relaxations of pressure be applied to the soft sub
-stance. At. every pressure ' the faculties of perception and of 
action' vanish ; at every relaxation of pressure they are restored. 
Where, during the intervals of pressure, is the perceiving power? 
I once had the discharge of a Leyden battery passed unexpect
-edly through me : I .felt nothing, but was simply blotted out of 
-conscious existence for a sensible interval. Where was my true 
self <luring that interval ? Men who have recovered from 
lightning-stroke have been much longer in the same state; and 
indeed in cases of ordinary concussion of the brain, days may 
elapse during which no experience is registered in consciousness. 
Where is the man himself during the period of insensibility ? 
You may say that I beg the question when I assume the man to 
have been unconscious, that. he was ··really conscious all the time 
and has simply forgotten what had occurred to him. In replx 
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to this, I can only say that no one need shrink from the worst 
tortures that superstition ever invented if only so felt and so 
remembered. I do not think your theory of instruments goes at 
all to the bottoln of the matter. . A telegraph operator has his 
instruments, by means of which he converses with the world ; 
our bodies possess a nervous system, which plays a similar part 
between the perceiving powers and external things. Cut the· 
wires of the operator, break his battery, demagnetize his needle : · 
by this means you certainly sever his connection with the · 
world ; but inasmuch as these are real instruments, their destruc
tion does not touch the man who uses them. The operator sur
vives, atzd he knows that he survives. What is it, I would ask, in. 
the human system that answers to this conscious survival of the · 
operator when the battery of the brain is so disturbed as to pro-· 
duce insensibility, or when it is destroyed altogether? 

"Another consideration, which you may consider slight, presses . 
. upon me with some force. The brain may change from health to· 
disease, and through such a change the most exemplary man may 
be converted into a debauchee or a murderer. My very noble 
and approved good master had, as you know, threatenings of lewd
ness introduced into his brain by his jealous wife's philter; and 
sooner than permit himself to run even the risk of yielding to these· 
base promptings he slew himself. How could the hand of Lucre-. 
tius have been thus turned against himself if th~ real Lucretius 
remained as before ? Can the brain, or can it not, act in this dis· 
tempered way without the intervention of the. immortal reason? 
If it can, then it is a prime mover which requires only healthy 
regulation to render it reasonably self-acting, and there is no 

apparent need of your immortal reason at all. If it cannot, then 
the immortal reason, by its mischievous activity in operating upon 
a broken instrument, must have the credit of committing every 
imaginable extravagance and crime. I think, if you will allow me 
to say so, that the gravest consequences are likely to flow from 
your estimate of the body. To regard the brain as you would a 
staff or an eyeglass ; to shut your eyes to all its mystery, to the 
.perfect correlation that reigns between its condition and our 
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•Consciousness, to the fact that a slight excess or defect of blood 
in it produces that very swoon to which you refer, and that in 
relation to it our meat, and drink, and air, and exercise have a 
perfectly transcendental value and significance; to forget all this 
does, I think, open a way to innumerable errors in our habits of 
life, and may possibly in some cases initiate and foster that very 
disease, and consequent mental ruin, which a wiser appreciation 

. of this mysterious organ would have avoided." 
I can imagine the bishop thoughtful after hearing this argument. 

He was not the man to allow anger to mingle with the con
. sideration of a point of this kind. After due consideration, and 
having strengthened himself by that honest contemplation of the 
facts which was habitual with him, and which includes the desire to 

. give even adverse facts their due weight, I can suppose the bishop 
to proceed thus:-" You will remember that in the 'Analogy 

·Of Religion,' of which you have so kindly spoken, I did not 
profess to prove anything absolutely, and that I over and over 

. again acknowledged and insisted on the smallness of our know
ledge, or rather the depth of our ignorance, as regards the whole 

·system of the universe. My object was to sliO\V my deistical 
friends who set forth so eloquently the beauty and beneficence of 
Nature and the Ruler thereof, while they had nothing but scorn 
for the so-called absurdities of the Christian scheme, that they 
were in no better condition than we were, and that for every 

·difficulty they found upon our side, quite as great a difficulty 
was to be found on theirs. I will now with your permission 

.adopt a similar line of argument. You are a Lucretian, and 
from the combination and separation of atoms deduce all ter

~restrial things, including organic forms and their phenomena. 
Let me tell you in the first instance how far I am prepared to go 
with you. I admit that you can build crystalline forms out of 
·this play of molecular force; that the diamond, amethyst, and 
·snow·star are truly wonderful structures which are thus pro
duced. I will go further, and acknowledge that even a tree 

.. or flower might in this way be organized. Nay, if you can 

,show me an animal without sensation, I will toncede to you that 



' it also might be put together by the suitable play of molecular" 
force. . 

"Thus far our way is clear, but now comes my difficulty_ 
Your atoms are individually without sensation, much more are· 

' 
they without intelligence. May I ask you, then, to try your· 
hand upon this problem 1 Take your dead hydrogen atoms, your· 
dead oxygen atoms, your dead carbon atoms, your dead nitrogen 
atoms, your dead phosphorus atoms, and all the other atoms~ . ' 
dead as grains of shot, of which the brain is fonned. Imagine 
them separate and sensationless ; observe them nmning to
·gether and forming all imaginable combinations. This, as a 
purely mechanical process, is seeable by the mind. But can you) 
see, or dream, or in any way imagine, how out of that mecha
nical act, and from these individually dead atoms, sensation, . 
. thought, and emotion are to arise? You speak of the difficulty 

' 
of .mental presentation in my case; is it less in yours? I am not 
all bereft of this Vorstellungs-krajt of which you speak. I can 

follow a particle of musk until it reaches the olfactory nerve ; I 
can follow the waves of sound until their tremors reach the water 

' . . 

of the labyrinth, and set the otoliths and Corti's fibres in 
motion ; I can also visualize the waves of etlier as they cross the 
eye and hit the retina. Nay, more, I am able to follow up to the 
central organ the motion thus imparted at the periphery, ~nd. 
to see in idea the very molecules of the brain thrown into tremors .. 
~1y insight is not baffled by these physical processes. What 
baffles me, what I find unimaginable, transcending every faculty · 
I pqssess-transcending, I humbly submit, every faculty yow 
possess-is the notion that out of those physical tremors you. 
can extract things so utterly incongruous with them as sel'!sation,. 
~bought, and emotion. You may say, or think, that this issue 
of consciousness from the clash of atoms is not more incongruous . . ' . 
~han the flash of light from the union of oxygen and hydrogen .. 

;But I beg t9 say that it is. For such incongruity as .the flash• 
' ' . 

possesses , is that which I now force upon your. attention. The-. ' 

flash .is an a~air of consci~usness, the objective countetpart ~f' 
which . is a yibration. It is a flash only ,by our iQterpretation .. . ' .· 



,. 

Ytn~ are the cause of the apparent incongruity ; and you. are the 
thing that puzzles m~. I need not remind you . that \the great 
Leibnitz felt the Clifficulty which I feel, and that to get rid of 

. ' 
.tlus mo}lStrous deduct~on of life from death he displaced your 
atoms by his monads, and which were more or less perfect mirrors . 
of the universe, and out of the summation and integration of 
which he supposed all the phenomena of life-sentient, intellec
tual, and emotional-to arise. . . 

"Your difficulty, then, as I see you are ready to adnlit, is quite 
'as great as nline. You· cannot satisfy the human understandii?g 
in its demand for logical continuity between molecular proc~sses 
and the phenomena of consciousness. This is a rock on which 
materialism must inevitably. split whenever it pretends to be a 
complete philosophy of life. What is the moral, my Lucretian ? 
You and I are not likely to indulge in ill-temper in the discussion 
of these great topics, where we see so much room for honest 
differences of opinion. But there are people of less wit, or more 

~ 

bigotry (I SI!Y ifwith humility) on both sides, who are ever ready 
to mingle anger and vituperation with suc:;h discussions. There 

" .. 
are, for example, writers of note and influence at the present day 
who are not ashamed to assume the ' deep personal sin ' of .a 
great logician to be th~ cause of his unbelief in a theologic 
dogma. And there are others who hold that we, who cherish 
our noble Bible, wrought ' as it has been into the constitution 
of our forefathers,, and by . inheritance into us, must neces
sarily be hypocritical an.d insincere. Let us disavow and . dis
co~l)tenance such people, cherishing the unswerving faith that 
wha.t is good and true in both our arguments will be preserved 
for the benefit of humanity, while all that ·is bad or false will 
disappear." . . 

It is worth remarking that in one respect the bishop was a 
product of .his age. Long previous to his day the nature Of the 
' .<>· ' 

. ~q~l had been so favourite and general a topic of discussion, that. 
when the students of the Uniyersity of Paris wished to know the 
leariings .of a. new professor;. they at once requested him to lecture 
upon the soul: · About the· time of Bishop Butler the question 



was not only agitated but extended. It was seen by the clear
witted men who entered this arena that many of their best argu
ments applied equally to brutes and men. The bishop's argu
ments were of this character. He saw it, admitted it, accepted 
the consequences, and boldly embraced the whole animal world 
in his scheme of immortality. 

Bishop Butler accepted with unwavering trust the chronology 
of the Old Testament, describing it as " confirmed by the natural 
and civil history of the world, collected from common historians, 
from the state of the earth, and from the late inventions of arts 

' 
and sciences." These words mar~ progress: they must seem 
somewhat hoary to the bishop's successors of to-day. • It is 
hardly necessary to inform you that since his time the domain of 
the naturalist has been immensely extended_:_the whole science 
of geology, with its astounding revelations regarding the life of 
the ancient earth, having been created. The rigidity of old con
ceptions has been relaxed, the public mind being rendered gradu
ally tolerant of the idea that not for six thousand, nor for sixty 
thousand, nor for six thousand thousand, but for reons. embracing 
untold millions of years, this earth has been the theatre of life 
and death. The riddle of the rocks has been read by the geolo
gist and palreontologist, from sub-cambrian depths to the deposits 
thickening over the sea-bottoms of to-day. And upon the· leaves 
of that stone book are, as you know, stamped the characters, 
plainer and surer than those formed by the ink of histoty, which 
·carry the mind back into abysses of past time compared with 
which the periods which satisfied Bishop Butler cease to have a 
visual angle. Everybody now knows this ; all men admit it ; 
still, when they were first broached these verities of science found 
loud-tongued . denunciators, who proclaimed not only their base
lessness considered scientifically, but their immorality considered 
as ,questions of ethics and religion: the Book of Genesis had 
stated the question in a different fashion ; and science must 

' • , Only to some ; for there are d~i.taries who even now speak of tbe 
earth's. rocky crust as so much building material p.repared for man at the 
Creation. Sureiy it is time that this loose iangU"age shouid ~ 



. . 
necessarily go to pieces when it clashed with this authority. And 
as the seed of the thistle produces a thistle, and nothing else, so 
these objectors scatter their germs abroad, and reproduce their 
kind, ready to play again the part of their intellectual progenitors, 
to show the same virulence, the same ignorance, to achieve for 
a time the same s_uccess, and finally to suffer the same inexorable 
defeat. Sure the time must come at last when human nature 'in 
its entirety, whose legitimate demands it is admitted science alone 
cannot satisfy, will find interpreters and expositors of a different 
stamp from those rash and ill-informed persons who have been 

hitherto so ready to hurl themselves against every new scientific 
revelation, lest it should endanger what they are pleased to con
sider theirs. 

The lode of discovery once struck, those petrified forms in 
which life was at one time active, increased to multitudes and 
demanded classification. The general fact soon became evident 
that none but the simplest forms of life lie lowest down, that as 
we climb higher and higher among the superimposed strata more 
perfect forms appear. The change, however, from form to form 
was not continuous-but by steps, some small, some great. " A 
section," says Mr. Huxley, "a hundred feet thick will exhibit at 
different heights a dozen species of ammonite, none of which 
passes beyond its particular zone of limestone, or clay, into the 
zone below it, or into that above it" In the presence of such 

• • 
facts it was not possible to avoid the question, Have these 
forms, showing, though in broken stages and with many irregu
larities, this unmistakable general advance, been subjected to no 
.continuous_ law of growth or variation? Had our education been 
purely scientific, or had it been sufficiently detached from influ
-ences which, however ennobling in another domain, have always . . 
proved hindrances and delusions when introduced as factors into 
the domain of physics, the scientific mind never could have 
swerved from the search for a law o,f growth, or allowed itself to 
accept the anthropomorphism which regarded each successive 
stratum as a kind of mechanic's bench for the manufacture of new 
species out of all relation to the old. 



Biassed, however, by their previous education, the great majo. 
rity of naturalists invoked a special creative act to account for 
the appearance of each new group of organisms. Doubtless· 
there were numbers who were clear-headed enough to see that 
this was no explanation at all, that in point of fact it was an 
attempt, by the introduction of a greater difficulty, to account. 
for a less. But having nothing to offer in the way of explanation, 
they for the most part held their peace. Still the thoughts of 
reflecting men naturally and necessarily simmered round the 
question. De Maillet, a contemporary of Newton, has been 
brought into notice by Prof. Hmdey as one who " had a notion 
of the modifiability of living forms." In my frequent conversa
tions with him, the late Sir Benjamin Brodie, a man of highly 
philosophic mind, often drew my attention to the fact that, as 
early as 1794, Charles Darwin's grandfather was the pioneer of 
Charles Darwin. In x8o1, and in subsequent years, the cele
brated Lamarck, who· produced so profound an impression on 
the public mind through the vigorous exposition of his views by 
the author of "Vestiges of Creation," endeavoured to show the 
development of species out of changes of habit and external con
dition. In x8 x3, Dr. Wells, the founder of our present theory 
of dew, read before the Royal Society a paper in which, to use 
the words of Mr. Darwin, "he distinctly recognizes the principle 
of natural selection; and this is the first recognition that has 
been indicated." The thoroughness and skill with which Wells. 
pursued his work, and the obvious independence of his character 
rendered him long ago a favourite with me; and it gave me the 
liveliest pleasure to alight upon this additional testimony to his. 
penetration. Pro( Grant, Mr. Patrick Matthew, Von Buch, the· 
author of the "Vestiges," D'Halloy, and others,* by the enun
ciation of views more or less clear and correct, showed that 
the question had been fermenting long prior to the year x858, 

. 
• In 1855 Mr. Herbert Spencer(" Principles of Psychology," 2nd edit., vol.. 

i., p. 465) expressed "the belief that life under all its forms has arisen by an 
~mbroken evolution, and through the instrumentality of what are called natural 
causes." 



.when Mr . . Darwin and Mr. Wallace simultaneously but inde
pendently placed their closely c6ncurrent views upon the subject 
before the Linnean Society. 

These papers were followed in x859 by the publication of the 
first edition of "The Origin of Species." All great things come 
slowly to the birth. Copernicus, as I informed you, pondered 
his great work for thirty-three years. Newton for nearly twenty 
years kept the idea of Gravitation before his mind ; for twenty 

' years also he dwelt upon his discovery of Fluxions, and doubt-
less would have continued to make it the object of his private 
thought had he not found that Leibnitz was upon his track. 

' 
Darwin for two-and-twenty years pondered the problem of the 
origin of species, and doubtless he would have continued to ao 
so had he not found Wallace upon his track.% A.concentrated 
but full and powerful epitome of his labours was the consequence. 
The book was by no means an easy one ; and probably not one 
in every score of those who then attacked it had read its pages 
through, or were competent to grasp their significance if they 
had. I do not say this merely to discredit tl1em; for there were
in those days some really eminent scientific men, entirely raised] 
above the heat of popular prejudice, willing to accept any con
clusion that science had to offer, provided it wa~ duly backed by 
fact and argument, and who entirely mistook Mr. Darwin's views. 
In fact, the work needed an expounder ; and it found one in M.r. 
lluxley. I know nothing more admirable in the way of scien
tific exposition than those early articles of his on the origin of 
species. He swept the curve of discussion through the really 
significant points of the subject, enriched his exposition with· . ' 

profound original remarks and reflections, often summing up im 
' 

a single pithy sentence an argument which a less compact miml~ 
would have spread ove~ pages. But there is one impression. 
made by the book itself which J:tO expositi~n of it, however lumi
n~us, can convey; and that is, the impression of the vast amount 

• 

*The beh:wiour of Mr. Wallace in relation to this subject has bee.n dignified!. 
in the highest degree. 



<>f labour, both of observation a~d of thought, implied in its pro
.duction. Let us glance at its principles. 

It is conceded on all hands that what are called varieties are 
·continually produced. The rule is probably without exception. 
No chick and no child is in all respects and particulars the coun

·. terpart of its brother or sister; and in such differences we have 
"variety'' incipient. No naturalist could tell how far this vari-

·.ation could be carried; but the great mass of them held that never 
by any amount of internal or external change, nor by the mixture 
of both, could the offspring of the same progenitor so far deviate 
from each other as to constitute different species. The function 
of the experimental philosopher is to combine the conditions of 
11ature and to produce her results ; and this was the method of 
Darwin.~ He made himself acquainted with what could, without 

.any manner of doubt, be done in the way of producing variation. 
H e associated himself \vith pigeon.fanciers-bought, begged, kept, 

.and observed every breed that he could obtain. Though derived 
from a common stock, the diversities of these pigeons were such 
that " a score of them might be chosen which, if shown to an 
ornithologist, and he were told that they were wild birds, would 
certainly be ranked by him as well-defined species." The simple 
principle which guides the pigeon-fancier, as it does the cattle
lbreeder, is the selection of some variety that strikes his fancy, and 
~the propagation of this variety by inheritance. With his eye still 
·upon the particular appearance which he wishes to exaggerate, ·Jle 
·selects it as it re.:ippears in successive broods, and thus adds 
increment to increment until an astonishing amount of divergence 
from the parent type is effected. Man in this case does not 
produce the dements of the variation. He simply observes them, 

. and by selection adds them together until the required result has 
been obtained. "No man," says Mr. Darwin, "would ever try 

:to make a fantail till he saw a pigeon with a tail· developed in 
' some slight degree in an unusual manner, or a pouter until he 

* The first step only towards experimental demonstmtion has be_en taken. 
Experiments now begun might, a couple of centuries hence, furnish ~ata of 

1 incalculable value, which ought to be supplied to the science of the future. 



saw a pigeon with a crop of unusual size." Thus nature gives the 
hint, man acts upon it, and _by the law of inheritance exaggerates 
the deviation. 

Having thus satisfied himself by indubitable facts that the or-
' ganization of an animal or of a plant (for precisely the same 

treatment applies to plants) is to some extent plastic, he passes 
from variation under domestication to variation under nature. 

' 
Hithert_o we have dealt with the adding together of small .changes 
by the conscious selection of man. Can Nature thus select? 
Mr. Darwin's answer is, " Assuredly she can." The number of 
living things produced is far in excess of the number that can be 
supporterl ; bene~ at some period or other of their lives there 
must be a struggle for existence ; and what is the infallible result? 

. . 
If one organism were a perfect C()PY of the other in regard to 
strength, skill, and agility, external conditions would decide. 
But this is not the case. Here we have the fact of variety offer
ing itself to nature, as in the former instance it offered itself to 
man ; and thbse varieties which are least competent to cope with 
surrounding conditions will infallibly give way to those that are 
competent. To use a familiar proverb, the weakest comes to the 
wall. But the triumphant fraction again breeds to over-producti9n, 
transmitting the qualities whJch secured its maintenance, but trans
mitting th7m in different degrees. The struggle for food again 
supervenes, and those to whom the favourable quality has been 
transmitted in excess will assuredly triumph. It is easy to see 
that we liave here the addition of incremettts favourable to the 
individual still more rigorously carried out than in the case of 
domestication; for not only are unfavourable specimens not 
selected by nature, but they art: destroyed. This is what Mr. 
Darwin calls " natural selection,'' which "acts by the preserva
tion and accumulation of small inherited modifications, each pro
fitable to the preserved being." With this idea he interpenetrates 
and leavens the vast store .of facts that he and others have 

~ .. . ~ 

collected. We cannot, without shutting our eyes through fear or 
prejudice, fail to see that Darw.in is here dealing, not with 
imaginary, but ·with true causes ; nor can we fail to discern what 
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vast modifications may be produced by natural selection in 
periods sufficiently long. Each individual increment may 
resemble what mathematicians call a "differential" (a: quantity 
indefinit~ly small); but definite and great changes Jnay obviously 
be produced by the integration of these infinitesimal quantities 
through practically infinite time. 

If Darwin, like Bruno, rejects the notion of creative power 
' acting after human fashion, it certainly is not because he is 

unacquainted with the numberless exquisite adaptations on which 
• • 

·this notion of a supernatural artificer has founded. His book is 
a repository of the most startling facts of this description. Take 
the marvellous observation which he cites from Dr. Criiger, where 
a bucket with an aperture; serving as a spout, is formed in an 
orchid. Bees visit the flower : in eager search of material for 
their combs they push each other into the bucket, the drenched 
ones escaping from their involuntary bath by the spout. Here 

' they rub their backs against the viscid stigma of t~e flower and 
obtain glue; then against the pollen-masses, which are thus stuck 
to the back of the bee and carried away. "When the bee; 
thus provided flies to another flower, or to the same flower a 
second time, and is pushed by its comrades into the bucket, 
and then crawls out by the passage, the pollen-mass upon its 

' 
back necessarily comes first int.o contact 'with the viscid stigma," 
which takes up the pollen; and this is how that orchid is fertilisecl. 
Or take this other case of the Cat~setum. " Bees visit the~ 

" ' _flowers in order to gnaw the labellum ; on doing this they inevitably 
touch a long, tapering, sensitive projection. This, when touched, 
transmits a sensation or vibration to a certain memorane, which is 
instantly ruptured, setting free a spring,. by which the pollen-mass . . 
is shot forth like an arrow in the right direction, and adheres by 
its viscid extremity to the back of the bee." In this way the 
fertilising pollen is spread abroad. , 

It is the mind thus stored with the choicest materials of 
the teleologist that rejects teleology, seeking . to refer these 
wonders to natural causes. They illustrate, according to him, . . 
the methoa of nature, not the "technic" of a man-like 
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• 
:artificer. The beauty of flowers is due to natural selection. 
'Those that di~tinguish themselves by vividly contrasting colours 
·from the surrounding green leaves are most readily seen, most 
'frequently visited b;y insects, most Qften fertilised, and hence 
·most favoured by natural selection, Coloured berries also readily 
.attract the attention of birds and beasts, which feed upon them, 
·spread their manured seeds abroad, thus giving trees and shrubs 
possessing such berries a greater chance in the struggle for exis 
·tence. 

With profound analytic and synthetic skill, Mr. Darwin ·investi
gates the cell-making instinct of the hive-bee. His method of 
dealing with it is representative. H e falls back from the more 
perfectly to the less perfectly developed instinct-from the hive
'bee to the humble-bee, which uses its own cocoon as a comb, and . 
"to classes·of bees of intermediate skill, endeavouring to show how 
the passage might be gradually made from the lowest to the 

• 
'highest The saving of wax is the most important point in the 
-economy of bees. Twelve to fifteen pounds of dry sugar are 
·said to be needed for the secretion of a single pound of wax. 
'The quantities-of nectar· necessary for the wax must therefore be 
-vast ·; and every improvement of constructive instinct which 
'Tesults in the saving of wax is a direct profit to the insect's life. 
The time that would otherwise be devoted to the making of wax 
;s now devoted to the gathering and storing of honey for winter 
·food. He passes from the humble-bee with its rude cells, through 
the Melipona with its more artistic cells, to the hive-bee with its 
-astonishing architecture. The bees place themselves at equal 
-distances apart upon the wax, sweep and excavate equal spheres . . 
·round the selected points. The SRheres intersect, and the planes 
·of inteniection are built up with thin laminre. Hexagonal cells 
.are thus fonned. This mocle of treating such questions is, 
as I have said, representative. H e habitually retires from 
the more perfect and complex, to the less perfect and simple, 
and carries you with him through stages of peifecti1lg, adds 
increment to increment of infinitesimal change, ~nd in this 
~vay gradually breaks down your reluctance to admit that the 



.exquisite climax. Qf the whole ~quld . be ;t result . of natural 

selection. · . 
Mr. Darwin shirk~ no difficulty ; and, saturated as the subject 

'''aS with his:own thought, he must_ have known, bett~r than his 
critics, the weakness as well as the strength of his theory. This 
of cours.e would be· of little avail were his object a temporary 
dialectic victory instead of the establishment of a truth· which . . 
he means to be everlas~ing. ;But he takes ·no pains to disguise 

' the weakness he has discerned ; nay, he takes every pains to 

bring ·it into ,the· strongest light. · His vast resources enable . 
him to cope with objections started by himself and others, so as 
to leave the final· impression upon ·th.e reader's mind that if they 
be not completely answered they certainly are not fatal. Their 
negative force being thus destroyed, you are fre.e· to pe influenced 
by the vast positive mass of ·evidence he is able to bring before 
you. This largeness of knowledge and readiness of resource 
render Mr. Darwin the most terrible of antagonists. Accom-

, I •• 

plished naturalists ·have levelled .heavy and s1:1stained criticisms . 
against . him-?Ot always with the vie~v of _fairly weighing· his 
theory, but with the express intention of exposing its weak 
points only. This does not irritate him. He treats every ob
jection with a soberness and thoroughness which even Bishop 
.Butler might be proud to imi.tate, surrounding each fact with its 
appropriate detail, placing it in its proper re,lations, and usually 
giving it 11 significance which, ·as .long as it was kept isolated, 
• 
failed to appear. This is done without a trace of ill-temper. . . 
He moves over the subject with the passio':l1ess strength of a glacier, 
and the grinding of the rocks is not always without a counterpart 
in the logical pulv:erization of the qbjector. But though in 
handling this mighty theme all passion has been stilled, there is 

' an emot'ion of the intellect incident to the discernment of new 
truth which often colours and .warms the Pll:ges of Mr. J?ru;win. 
His success has been great ; and this iml.'lies not only the 
solidity of his work, .,but the preparedness of the public mind for 

• 
such a revelation. On this head a remark of Agassiz impressed . . 
me more than .anything else. Sprung from a race of theologians, 
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this celebrated man combated to the last the theory of natural 
selection. One of the many times I had the pleasure of meeting 
him in the United States was at Mr. Winthrop's beautiful resi
dence at Brookline, near Boston. Rising from luncheon, we all 
halted as if by a common impulse in front of a window, and 
continued there a discussion which had been started at table. 
The maple was in its autumn glory; and the exquisite beauty of 
the scene outside seemed; in my case, to interpenetrate without 
disturbance the intellectual action. Earnestly, most sadly, Agassiz 
turned and. said to the gentlemen· standing round, "I confess that 
I was not prepared to see this theory received as it has been by 
the best intellects of our time. I ts. success is greater than I could 
have thought possible." • 

ln OllT da}' great genera~atipns have been reached. The 
t!leory o( the origin of species is but one of them. Another, of 
still wider: grasp. and.more radical significance, is the doctriD.e of 
the Conservation of Energy, the.ultimate philosophical issues of 
lVhich are as yet but dimly seen-that doctrine which " binds 
nature fast in fate " to an extent not hitherto recognized, exacting 
from evecy antecedent its equiva,lent consequent, from every con
seque~t its equiv.a,lent antecedent, and bringing vital as wc;ll as 
physiql.].,ptJ,enomena un~er. the d9-nrinion of. that law of ,causal 
connection which, as far ll-S the human understanding has yet 
pierced, asserts itself everywhere in nature. Long in advance of 
all definite experiment upon the subject, the constancy and in
destructibility of matter had been affirmed ; and all subsequent 
experience jus~ified the affirmation. Later researches extended 
the ~~trjpute of indestructibjlity to force. This idea, applied in . ' 

the fjrst ~st,lplce to inorganic, ~pidly embraced organic nature. 
The vegetable world, · though drawing almost all its nutriment 
from invisible sources, was proved ~competent to generate anew 
either matter or force. Its ml!tter is for the most part trans
muted air ; jts force · transformed solar force. The animal world 
was proved .to be: equally uncreative, all its motive energies being 
referred ·to the comb1,1stion of its food. The activity of each ani
mal as a whole was proved to be the transferred activities of its 

3 
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molecules. The muscles were shown to be stores of mechanical 
force, potential until unlocked by the ~erves, and then resulting in 
muscular contractions. The speed at which messages fly to and 
fro along the nerves was .determined, and found to be, not as had 
been ,pz:eviously s~~posed, equal to that of light or electricity, but 
less than the speed of a flying eagle. 

This was the work of the physicist : then came the conquests 
of the comparative anatomist and physiologist, revealing the 
structure of every animal, and the function of every organ in the 
whole bialogical series, ,from the lowest zoophyte up to man. 
The nervous system had been made the object of pr9found and 
continued study, the wonderful and, at bottom, entirely mysterious 
controlling power which it exercises over the whole organism, 
physical and mental, being recognized more and more. Thought 
<:ould no.t be kept back from a subject so profoundly sugg~stive. 
Besides: tile physical life dealt with by ·Mr. Darwin,. there is a 

psychical life presenting similar gradations, and asking equally for 
a solution. How are the different grades and orders of mind to 
be accounted for? What is the principle of growth 0f ·that mys
terious· power whicb on our planet culminates in Reason ? · These 
are questions which, though not thrusting themselves so forcibly 
upen. the attention of the general public, had not only occupied 
many reflecting minds, but had · been formally broached by one of 
them before the. 11 Origin of Species" app~ed. 

• 
· With the mass of•. mate.ria.ls furnished r by the physicist and 
physiologist in his hands, Mr. Herbert Spencer, 'twenty years 
ago, sought to graft upon this basis a system of psychology; 
and two years ago a second and greatly amplified edition of his 
work appeared. Those who have bccupied themselves with the 
beautiful · experiments of Plateau, will remember that when ·two 
-spherules of olive'-Oil suspended in a mixture of alcohol and 
water of the same density as the oil, are brought together, they do 
not immediately unite. Something like a pellicle appears to 'be 
{ormed around the drops, the rupture of which is immediately 
iollowed by the coalescence of the globules into one. . There' are 
.organisms whose vital actions are almost as purely physical as that 
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()f these drops of oil. They come into contact and fuse them
selves thus together. From such organist;ns to others a shade 
higher, and from these to others a shade higher still, and on 
through an ever-ascending series, Mr. Spencer conducts his argu
ment. There are two obvious factors to be here taken. into 
account-the creature and the medium in which it lives, or, as it 
is often ' expressed, the organism and its environment. Mr. 
Spencer's fundamental principle is, that between these two factors 
there is incessant interaction. The organism is played upon by 
the environment, and is modified to meet the requirements of the 
environment. Life be defines to be "a continuous adjustment of 
internal relations to external relations." 

In the- lowest organisms we have a kind of tactual sense 
diffused over the entire body; then, through impressions from 
without and their corresponding adjustments, special portions of 
the surface become more responsive to stimuli than others. The 
senses are nascent, the basis of all of them being that simple 
tactual sense which the sage Democritus recognized 2 ,300 years 
ago as, their common progenitor. The action of light, in-the 
first insta.Qce, appears to· be a mere disturbance of the chemical 
processes in the animal organism, similar to that which occurs 
in the leaves of plants. By- degrees the action becomes localized 
in a few pigment-cellS, more sensiti~e to light than the surround
ing tissue. The eye is here incipient. At first it is merely 
caj,able of·revealing differences of light and shade produced by. 
bodies close at hand. Followed as the interception of the light 
is in almost all cases by the contact of the closely adjacent opaque 
body, sight in this condition becomes a kind of " anticipatory 
touch.". The adjustment continues .;· a slight bulging out of the 
epidermis over· the pigment-granules supervenes. A lens is in
cipient, 'and, through the operation of infinite adjustments, at 

length reaches the perfection that it displays in the hawk and the 
eagie. So of the other senses ;. they are special differentiations 
of a tiss~e which was originally vaguely sensitive all over. 

With the development of the senses the adjustments between 
the organism and its environment gradually extend in space, a 



~ultiplication of experiences and a corresponding modification 
of conduct being the result. The adjustments also extend in 
lime, covering continually greater intervals. Along with this 
extension in ~pace and time, the adjustments also increase in· 
speciality and complexity, passing through the various grades of 
brute life and prolonging themselves into the domain of reason.' 
Very striking are Mr. Spencer's remarks regarding the influence 
of the sense of tbuch upon the development of intelligence. 
This is, so to say, the mother-tongue of all the senses, into which 

• 
they must be translated to be of service to the organism. Hence 
its importance. The parrot is the most intelligent of birds, and 
its tactual power is also greatest. From this sense it gets know
ledge unattainable by birds which cannot emplqy their feet as 
hands. The elephant is the most sagacious of quadrupeds-its 
tactual range and skill, ahd the consequent multiplication of 
experiences, which it owes to its wonderfully adaptable trunk; 
being the basis of its sagacity. Feline animals, for a 'similar 
cause, are more sagacious than hoofed animals-atonement being 
to some extent made, in the case of the horse, by the possessio~ 
of sensitive prehensile 'lips. In the Primates the evolution of 
jntellect and the evolution of tactual appendages go hand in hand. 
In the most intelligent anthropoid apes we find th~e tactual range 

. -
and delicacy greatly augmented, new avenues of knowledge being 
thus opened to the animal. Man crowns the edifice here, not 

' ' "' 

only in virtue of his own Il:lanipulatory power, but through the 
enormous extension of his range of experience, by the invention 
of instruments of precision, which serve as supplemental senses 
and supplemental limbs. · The reciprocal action of these is finely 

described and illustrated. That chastened intellectual emotion to 
which I have referred in connection with Mr. Darwin is, I should 
say, not absent in Mr. Spencer. His illustrations possess at times 
exceeding vividness and force, and from his style on such occa
sions it is to be inferred that th~ ganglia of this apostle of the 
understa~ding are sometimes the seat of a nascent poetic thrill. 

It is a fact of supreme importance that actions, the perform-, 
ance of which at first requires even painful effort and deliberation, 
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may by habit be rendered automatic. Witness the slow learning 
of its letters by a child, a.I\d the subsequent facility of readin'g i:h 

a man, when each group of letters which forms a word is instantly 
and without effort fused to a single perception. Instan.ce tl)e 
billiard-player;"whose musdes of hand and eye, when he reaches 

~ 

the perfection of his art, are unconsciously co-ordinated; In-
s tance the musician; who by practice is ·enabled to fuse a· multi-, 
t ude of arrangements, auditory, tactual, .and muscular, into a 
pr~cess of automatic manipulation. Combining such facts 'with 
the doctrine· of hereditary transmission, we reach a theory· of 
mstinct. A chick, after coming out of the egg, balances itself 
.correctly, .runs about, picks up food, thus showing that it pos
·sesse.s a power of directing its movements to definite ends. How -·did the chicle. learn this very ct>mplex cO-ordination of eye, 
~usdes, and beak ? lt has not been individually taught ; its 

!Personal ' experienc~ is· flil; but it has the benefit of aricesttal 
-experience. In its inherit~d ~rganizatron are registered all the 
powers which it displays at birth.· So also as regards the instinct 
-of the hive-bee, already referred t(). Tire distance· at which the 

insects sta:nd apart \vhen they sweep their hei:nisplieres antl 
build their cells is " organically ·remembered." MlUi also carries 
-with him the. pnysical texture of his ancestr'y, as 'Well as the 
:inherited in~ellect bound up with it. The defects of intellig.ence 
·during infancy and youth are probably less due to a lack' of 
mdividual experience than to the fact that in early life tbe cerebral 
organ~tion is still incomplete. The period necessacy for com
,pletion varies.~jth the''race and with the individual. As a round 
:shot outstrips a rifled one on quitting the muzzle of the gun, so 
rthe lower race in. childhood may outstrip the higher. But the 
thigher eventually overtakes the lower, and surpasses it in rilhge . 
. As regards individuals, we do not always ·find the precocity·of 

· youth prolonged to mental powe-r in· maturity, while the dulness 
-ot boyhood is sometimes s~kingly contrasted with the-intellectual 
{!netgy of after years. Ne~ton, when a boy, was weakly, ·and 
he· showed no particular·aptitude at scho·ol; but in his eighteenth 

year he went to Cambridge, and soon afterwards asto~ished 



his teachers by his power of dealing with geometrical pro
blems. ·During his quiet youth his 'brain was slowly preparing 
itself to be the organ of those energies which he subsequently 

. displayed. 

·By myriad blows (to use a Lucretian phrase) the image and 
superscription of the exterilal world are stamped as states of con-

• • 
sciousness upon· the organism, the depth ·of the impression· 
depending upon the number of the blows. When two or mote
·pnenomena occur in the environment invariably together., they jlfC' 

st3mped to the same depth or to the same relief, and are
indissolubly connected. · And here we come to the threshold of 111. 

great ·question. Seeing that he could in no way rid himself of 
·the consciousness of space and time, Kant assumed them to· be: 
necessary " fonns of thought," ' the molllds ~d shapes into which• . 
our intuitions are thrown, belonging to ourselves solely and with-. 
out objective existence. With unexpected power and success-
l\lr. Spencer brings the hereditary experience theory, as he holds 
it, to bear upon this question._ " If there exist certain externaL 
relations which are experienced by all organisms at all instants of 
their waking lives-'relations which are absolutely constant and! 
universal-there '1\-ill be established answering internal relations. 
that are absolutely constant and universal: Such relations we 
have in those of space and time. As the substratum of all other 
relations of tlie Non-Ego, they must be responded to by concep
tio~s that are the substrata of all other relatiqns in the Ego. 
Being the constant and infinitely repeated elements of thought,. 
they· must become the automatic elements of thought- the
elements of thought' which it is impossible to get rid of-the· 
'fonns of intuition.' " 

Throughout this application' ~nd extension of the " law of 
inseparable association," Mr. Spencer stands · on totally dif
ferent ground from Mr. John Stuart Mill, invoking the regis
tered experiences ·of the .race instead of the experiences of the 
individual. His ·.overthrow of Mr. Mill's restriction of expe
rience is, I think, coniplete. That restriction ignores the power 
·Of organizing experience furnished at the outset to each indi,. 
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vidual ; it igpor.es the differ~nt degrees of this power . ppsse~ed 
' ' 

by diJJ:erent. races and by .different individuals of the .same ta¢e. 
' 

Were· ther.e not in the human brain a potency antecedent to:all 
experie~ce, a dog or cat ought to be as capable of education as -a 
man. These predetermined internal relations are independent 
of·· the experiences · of the individual. The human brain is the 

' " ,org;~:nized re~ister of infinitely numerous experiences received 
during. the evolution of life, or rather during the evolution of that 
series of or-ganisms through which the· human ·organism has been 
reached. _ 'The·effects of the most. unifarm and frequent of these 
experiences have been su~cessiv.ely bequeathed, principal -and 
interest, and have slowly mou~ted t'o that high intelligenqe 
which lies latent in the brain of the infant. Thus it happens 
that the European inherits from twenty to thirty- cubic inches 
mbre of-brain than the Papuan. Thus it happens that faculties, 
as· of music, which scarcely exist in some inferior .races, become 
congenital in superior ones. Thus it· happens that out of savages 
unable to count up to the nnmber of their fingers, and speaking a 
language containing only nouns and verbs, , arise at length · our 
Newtons a~d Shakespeare'S." 

At' ihe outset of this -address it was stated that physical theories 
which lie beyond experience are derived by a process of abstrac
tion from experience. n is instructive to note from this point of 
view the successive introduction of new conceptions. The idea 
of the attraction of gra-vitation was preceded by the obser
_vation of the attraction of iron by a magnet, and of Jight bodies 
by rubbed amber. The polarity of magnetism and electricity 
appealed to the senses; and thus became the· substratum of the 
conception that atoms and molecules ·are endowed with definite, 
attractive, and repellant poles, by the play of which definite 
forms of crystalline architecture are produced. Thus molecular 
force becomes structural. It required no great boldness of 
thought to extend its play into organic nature, and to recognize 
in molecular force the agency by which both plants and animals 
are built up. In this way out of experience arise; conceptions . 
which are wholly ultra-experiential. 



The origi1latio11 of life is a p_oint lightly touched upon, if at 

all, by Mr. Darwin and 'Mr. Spencer. Diminishing gradually 

the number of progenitors, Mr. Darwin comes at length to one 

"primordial form;" but he does not say, as far as I remember, 
how he supposes this form to have been introduced. He quotes 

with satisfaction the words of a celebrated author and divine who 
' . 

had "gradually learned to see that it is just as·noble a conception 

of the Deity to believe He created a few original forms, capable 

of self-development into other and needful forms, as to believe 

that He required a fresh act of creation to supply' the voids 

caused l:>y the action of His laws." What Mr. Darwin thinks of 

this view of the introduction of life I do not know. Whether he 
does or does not introduce his "primordial form" by a creative 

act, I do not know. But the question will inevitably be asked, 

" How came the form there ? " With regard to the diminution 
of the number of created forms, one does not see that much 

advantage is gained by it. The anthropomorphism, which it seemed 
the object of Mr. Darwin to set aside, is as firmly associated with 

the creation of a few forms as with the creation of a multitude. 

We need clearness and thoroughness here. Two courses, and two 
only, are possible. Either let us open our doors freely to the 
conception of creative acts, or, abandoning them, let us radically 

change our notions of matter. If we look at matter as pictured 

by Democritus, and as defined for generations in our scientific 

text-books, the absolute impossibil~ty of any form of life coming 
out of it woulq be sufficient to render any other hypothesis 

preferable ; but the definitions of matter given in our text-books 

were intended to cover its purely physical and mechanical· pro

perties. And taught as we have been to regard these definitions 
as complete, we naturally and rightly reject the monstrous notion 

that out of such matter any form of life could possibly arise. But 

are the definitions complete ? Everything depends on the answer 

to be given to this question. Trace the line of life backwards, 

and see it approaching more and more to what we call the purely 
physical condition. We reach at length those organisms which I 

have compared to drops of oil suspended in a mixture of alcohol 
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and water. We reach the profogmes of Haeckel, in which we have 

" a type distinguishable from . a rragment of albumen only by its 
finely granular character." · Can we pause here? We break a 

magnet and find two poles in each of its fragments. We con
tinue the process of breaking, but however small the parts, each 
carries with -it, though enfeebled, the polarity of the whole. And 

when we can break no longer, we prolong the intellectual vision 
to the polar molecules. Are we· not urged to do something 
similar in the case of life? . Is there not a temptation to close to 
some extent with Lucretius, when·he affirms that "Nature is seen 

to do all thirigs spontaneously of herself without the meddling of 

the gods " ? or with Bruno, when he declares that matter is not 
"that mere empty capacity which philosophers have pictured her 
to be, but the universal mother who brings forth all things as the 

fruit of her own womb"? The questions here raised'are inevit
able. They are approaching us with accelerated speed, and it 
is not a matter of indiffel'ence whether they are introduced with 
reverence or irreverence. Abandoning ail disguise, the confes
sion that I feel bound to make before you is tha~ I prolong the 
vision backward across the boundary of the experimental evi
dence, and discern in that matter, which we in our igno~nce, 
.and notwithstanding our professed revet:ence for its Creator, 
have hitherto .covered with opprobrium, the promise and potency 
<>f every form and quality of life. 

The "materialism" here enunciated may be . different from 
what you suppose, and I therefore crave your gracious patience 
to the end. · "The question of an external world," says Mr. J. S. 
Mill, "is the great battle-ground of metaphysics."• Mr. Mill 

himself reduces external phenomena to " possibilities of sensa
tion." Kant, as we have seen, made time and space " forms " 
<>f our own intuitions. Fichte, having first by the inexorable 
Jo~c of his understanding proved himsP-lf to be a mere link in 
tliat chain of eternal causation which holds so rigidly in nature, 
violently broke the chain by making nature, and all that it 

• " Examination of Hamilton," p. 1,4-



inherits, an apparition of his own mind.*' And it is by. no means 
easy to combat such notions. '.For when I say I see you, and 
that I have not the least doubt about it, the reply is, that what 
I am really:conscious of is an affection of my own retina. And 

if I urge that I can check my sight of you by touching you, the 
retort would be that I am equally transgressing tlie limits of fact ; 
for what I am really conscious of ·is, not that you are · there, but 
that the nerves of my hand have undergone a change. All we 

• 
hear, and see, and touch, and taste, and smell, are, it would be 

urged, mere variations of our own condition, beyond which, even 
to the extent of a hair's breadth, we cannot go. That anything 
answering to our impressions exists outside of ourselves is not a 
fad, but an itifermce, to which all validity would be denied by 

an idealist like Berkeley, or by a sceptic like Hume. l\'1r. Spencer 

takes another line. With him, as with the uneducated man, 

there is no doubt or question as to the existence of an external 
world. But he differs from the uneducated, who think that the 

world really is what consciousness represents it to be. Our 

states of consciousness are mere •;·mbols of an outside entity 

which produces them and determines the order of their succession, 
but the real nature of which we can never know. t In fact the 

whole process of evolution is the manifestation of a Power abso
lutely inscrutable to the intellect of man. As little in our day as 
in the days of Job can man by ·searching find this Power out. 

• " Bestimmung des Menschen." 
t In a paper, at once popular and profound, entitled " Recent Progress in 

tbe Theory of. Visi.on," contained in the volume of lectures by Helmholtz, 
publi$hed by Longmans, this symbolism of our states of consciousness is also 
dwelt upon. The impressions of sense are the mere sig-11s of external things. 
In this paper Helmholtz contends strongly against the view that the con~ious
ness of space is inborn ; and he eviciently doubts the power of the chick to 
pick up grains of com without some prelimina.ry lesson. On this point, he 
s:tys, further experiments are needed. Such experiments have been since 
made by Mr. Spalding, aided. I believe, in some of his obsen-ations by the 
accomplished ami deeply lamented Lady Amberley ; and they seem to prove 
conclnsivcly that the chick does not need a single moment's tuition to teach 
it to stand, run, govern the ' muscles of its eyes, and peck. Helmholtz, how. 
ever, is contending against the notion of pre·C.~tablished harmony; and I am 
riot aware of his views as to the organization of e."<periences of race or breed. 
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Considered fundamentally, it is by the operation o£ an insoluble 
mystery t~t life is evolved, species differentiated, and mind un
folded from their prepotent elements ·in the immeasurable past.. 
There is, you will observ'e, no ·very rank materialism here. 

The strength· of the doctrine of evolution consists, not in an 
experimentl!l demonstration ((or the subject is h~dly accessible 
to this mode of pcoof), but in its general harmony with the meth6d 
of nature· as hitherto known. From contrast, moreover, it deriv.es 
enormous reiative strength. On the one side we have a theory 
(if it could with· any propriety be so called) derived, as were the 
theories referred to at the beginning of this address, not from 
the study of nature, but from the observation of men-a theory 
which conveJ;ts the Power whose garment is ·seen in the visible 
universe into an Artificer, fashioned after the human model, and 
acting br broken efforts as man is seen to act. On the other 
side we have .tbe concept-ion that all we see around us, and all 
we.feel within us-the phenomena of physical nature as well as. 
those of the ·human mind-have their unsearchable roots in a 
cosmical life., if I dare -apply the term, an infinitesimal span of 
which only is offered to· the in-.:estigation of man. A.~d even 
th\s.span is only knowable in part. We .can trace the develop
ment of a .nervous system, and correlate .with it the parallel 
phenomena of set~.sation and thought. We. see with undoubting 
certainty that they go hand in ha:nd. But we try to soar in a 

' 
vacuu:m the moment we seek to comprehend the connection 
between them. An Archimedean fulcrum .is here required 'which 
the human ·mind· cannot command ; and the effort to solve the 
probleM, .to borrow an illustration from an illustrious friend of 
mine., is like the effort of a man trying to lift himself br. his own 
waistband. All that has been ·here said is to be taken in con
necti.ott 'vith this fundamental truth. When "nascent senses" 

< 

.are spoken of, wh~n "the differentiation of··a tissue at first 
vaguely sensitive all over"· is spoken of, and when these processes 
are\·as~ociated with "the mod.ifieation of an organism by its en
virotitnen~" the same parallelism, without contact, or even 
a'pproach to contact, is .implied. There is no fusion · possibl§ 
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between the two classes of facts-no motor energy in the intelleCt 
-of man to carry it without logical rupture from the one to the 
-other. , 

Further, the doctrine of evolution derives man, in his totality, 
from tlie interaction of organism and environment through count
less ages past. The human understanding, for example-the 
faculty which Mr. Spencer has· turned so skilfully round upon 
its own antecedents-is itself a result of the play between or-, 
_ganism and environment through cosmic ranges of time. Never 
surely did prescription plead so irresistible a cla.im. But then it 
-comes to pass that, over and above his. understanding, there are 
many other things appertaining to man whose prescriptive rights 

.are quite as strong as that of the understanding itself. It is a 
result, for example, of the play of organism-and environment 
that sugar is sweet, and that aloes are bitter, that the smell of 

. henbane differs from the perfume of a rose. Such facts' of con

sciousness (for which, by the way, no adequate reasori has ever 
yet been ·rendered) are q•Jite as old as the understanding itself; 

.and many other things can boast an equally andent origin.' ·Mr. 
Spencer at one place refers to that most powerful of _passions
the amatory passion-as one which, '~ben it first occurs, is ante

-cedent to all relative experience whatever; and we ~ay pass its 
·claim as being at least as ancient and as valid as that of the 
understahding itself. Then there are such things woven into the 
texture of man as the feeling of awe, reverence, wonder-and 
not alone the sexual love just referred to, but the love of t~e 
beautiful, physical, and moral, in nature, poetry, and art. There 
is also that deep-set· feeling which, since the earliest dawn of 

·history, , and probably for ages prior w all hist<?ry, incorporated 
·itself iil the religions ·of the world: You who have e$Caped from 
these religions in the high-and-dry light of the understanding may 

-deride them; but in so doing you · deride accidents of form 
·merely, and fail to touch the immovable basis of the religious 
sentiment in the emotional nature of man. To yield this senti
ment reasonable satisfaction is the problem of problems at the 

<-

.Present hour. And grotesque in relation to scientific culture as 
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many of the religions of·the world have be"en.and are~dangerous. 
nay, destructive, · to the d~rest privileges of freemen as some ·of 
them. undoubtedly have been, and would, if they could, be again 
-it will be wise to recognize them as· the f.orms of force, mis
chie:yousf if permitted to intmde on the. region of k;1owledge, over 

' . 
which. it .hplds. no command, but capable of being guided by 

•• 
liberal ~bought. to noble issues in· the region of emotion, which is. 
its proper sphere. It is vain to oppose thia force with a view to 

its. extirpation. What we should oppose, to the death if neces
sary, is every attempt to found upon this elemental bias of man's 
nature a system which should exercise despotic sway over his 
intellect. I do not fear any such consummation. ' Science has 
already to some ex.terit leavened the world, and it will leaven it 

more and more. I should look upon the mild light of science 
breaking in upon the minds of the youth · of Ireland, and 
strengthening gradually to the perfect day, as a surer check to any 
iptellectual .or spiritual tyranny which might threaten this island, 
than the laws of princes or the swords of emperors. \Vhere is 
the cai1s.e of fear? We fought and won our battle even in the 

Middle Ages : why should we doubt the i!lsue of a conflict no.w ?. 
The impregnable position 9fscience ~y b'e described in a few 

' w0rds. All religious theories, schemes, and systems, which 
embrace notions of cosmogony, or which otherwise reach into 
its domain, must, in so far as they do this, submit to the control 
or' sci~nce, and relinquish all thought . of controlling it. Acting 
othernise· .proved disastrous in the past, and it is simply fatuous . . ' 

to-day. Every system which ·would escape the fate of an _o_r-

ganism . too rigid to adjust itself to its environment, must be 
plastic to the extent that th~ growth of knowledge demands .. 
When this truth has been thoroughly taken in, rigidity will be 

. . ' 
relaxed,· exclusiveness diminished, things now deemed essential will . ' 

be dropped, ~d elements no~ reje~ted will be assimilated. ~he 
lifting of the life is the essential p.oint ; and as long as· dopat~s~, 
fanaticism, and intolerance are kept out, various modes of lever-

' ' " . . . 
age ~ay be employed to raise life to a higher level. Science i~~lf 

~ ' .. .., 
pot unfrequentiy derives motive power from an ultra-scientific 



source. Whewell speaks of enthusiasm of temper as a hindrance 
to science ; but he .means the enthusiasm of weak heads. ' There 
is a strong and resolute enthusiasm in which science finds an ;tlly; 
ana it is to the lowering of this fire, rather than to a diminution of 

intellectual insight, that the lessening prod.uctiveness of men of 
science in their mature years is to be ascribed. Mr. Buckle sought 
to detach intellectual achie\·ement from moral force. ' He g~vely 
erred ; for without moral force to whip it into action, the achieve
ments of the intellect would be poor indeed. 

' I~ has been said that science divorces itself from literature. 
The statement, like so many others, arises from lack of know

ledge. A glance at the less. technical writings of its leaders-of 
' ' 

its Helmholtz, its Huxley, and its Du Bois-Reymond-would 
show what breadth of literary culture they command. Where 

' 
among modem writers can you find their superior.s in clearness 
and vigour of literary style? Science desires no isolation, but 
freely combines with every effort towards the bettering of man's 
estate. Single-han~ed, and supported not by outwar~ sympathy, 
but by inward force, it has built at least one great \ving of the 
many-mansioned home \vhich man in his totality demands. And if 
rough walls and protruding rafter-ends indicate that on one side 
the edifice is still incomplete, it is only by wise combination of 

' 
the .parts required with those already irrevocably built that we 
can hope for completeness. There is no ·necessary incongruity 

··b~tween what has been accomplished .and ~hat remains to oe 
done. The moral glow of Socrates, which we all feel by ignition, 

has in it .nothing incompatible with the physics of Anaxagoras 
which he so much scorned, but which he would hardly scorn 
to-day. And here I am r.eminded of one an~ongst us, hoary, 
but still strong, whose prophet-voice some thirty years ago, far 
more than any other of this age, unlocked whatever of life and 
nobleness lay latent in its most gifted minds-one fit to stand 
beside Socrates or the MaccaQean Eleazer, and to dare and suffer 
all that they suffered and dared-f1t, as he once said of Fichte, 

< 

"to have been the teacher of the Stoa, ~nd to have discoursed 
of ·beauty and virtue in the groves . of Academe." With a 



~apacity to grasp physical principles whic.h his friend GoetQ.e did 
not possess, . ~d whi~h even total lack of exercise has not been 
able to reduce to atrophy, it is the world's loss that he, in the 
vigour of his years, did not open his mind and sympathies to 
science, and make its conclusions a portion of his message to 
mankind. Marvellously endowed as he was-equally equipped 
on the side of the heart and of the understanding-he might have 
done much towards teaching us how to reconcile the claims of 
both, and to enable them in coming times to dwell together in 
unity of spirit and in the bond of peace. 

And now the end is come. With more time, or greater strength 
and knowledge, what has been here said might have been better 
said, while worthy matters here omitted might have received fit 
expression. But there would hav,e been no material deviation 
from the views set forth. As regards myself, they are not the 
growth of a day; and as regards you, I thought you ought to 
know the environment which, with ·or without your consent, is 
rapidly surrounding you, and in relation to which some adjust
ment on your part may be necessary. A hint of Hamlet's, how
ever, ·teaches us all how the troubles of common life .may be 
ended ; and it is perfectly possible for you and me to purchase 
intellectual peace at the price of intellectual death. T he world 
is not without refuges of this description ; nor is it wanting in 
persons who. ~ek their shelter and try to persuade others to do 
the same., I would exhort you to refuse such shelter, and to scorn 
such base repose--to accept, if the choice be forced upon you, 
com.motion before stagnation, the leap of the torrent before the 
stillness of the swamp. In the one there is at all events life, 
and therefore hope ; in the other, none. I have touched on 
debatable questions, and led you over dangerous ground-and this 
partly with the view of telling you, and through you the world, 
that as regards these questions science claims unrestricted right 
of search. It is not to the point to say that the views ot 
Lucretius and Bruno, of Darwin and Spencer, may be wrong. 

' 
H ere I should agree with you, deeming it indeed certain that 
these views will undergo modification. But the point is, ·that, 
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whether right or wrong, we claim the freede»m to discuss them. 
The ground which they cover is scientific grou1_1d ; and the right 
claimed is one made good through tribulation and anguish, 
inflicted and endured in ,darker times than ours, but resulting 
in the immortal victories which science has won for the ·human 
race. I would set forth equally the inexorable advance of man's 
understanding in the path of knowledge, and the unquenchable 

" claims of his emotional nature which the understanding can 
never satisfy. . The world embraces not only a Newton but 
a Shakespeare-not only a Boyle, but a Raphael-not only a 
Kant, but a Beethoven-not only a Darwin, but a Carlyle. Not 
in each of these, but in. all, is human nature whole. They are 
not opposed, but supplementary-not mutually exclusive, but 

' reconcilable. And if1 still unsatisfied, the human mind, with ~ 
yearning of a pilgriJD for his distant home, will tum to the 
mystery from which it has emerged, seeking so to fashion it as to 
give unity to thought and faith, so long as this is done, not only 
without intolerance or bigotry of any kind, but with the enlight
ened recognition that ultimate fixity of conception .is here unat
tainable, and that each succeeding age must be held free to 
fash,ion the mystery in accordance with its own needs-then, in 
opposition to all the ,.restrictions of Materialism, I would affirm 

' this to be a .field for the noblest exercise of what, .in >.contrast with 
the JmtnJ.Iitzg faculties; ,may pe called the creative faculties of~ .man. 
Here, however, I must quit a theme to.o. ·great for me to .handle, 
but which will be handled by the , loftiest minds ages· after you 
and I, like streaks of morning cloud, shall have melted .intQ the 
infinite azure of the oast. • -

• 
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